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A. The Legal Basis for EPA Exercise of 404(c) Veto Authority
Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act (CWA), 33 U.S.C. 1344(c), authorizes the EPA to
withdraw, deny, or otherwise restrict a permit that specifies a dredged or fill material
disposal site if it would lead to “an unacceptable adverse impact.”1
“The Administrator [of the EPA] is authorized to prohibit the specification (including the
withdrawal of specification) of any defined area as a disposal site, and he is authorized to
deny or restrict the use of any defined area for specification (including the withdrawal of
specification) as a disposal site, whenever he determines, after notice and opportunity for
public hearings, that the discharge of such materials into such area will have an
unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and fishery areas
(including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational areas. 33 U.S.C. §
1344(c)(2010).”
Specifically, the following factors may be important to a 404(c) veto determination.2
•

Substantial effects on water quality, including3
o Violation of applicable state & federal water quality standards4
o Risks to the wellbeing of threatened & endangered species5

•

Significant degradation of United States Waters6
o Economic, recreational, & aesthetic values7
o Human health & welfare8
o Biodiversity9

•

Affected indigenous communities10

B. Past & Present EPA Use of 404(c) Veto Authority: Factual Considerations
1. Spruce No. 1 Surface Mine (EPA Region 3, West Virginia)
• 2,278 acres directly impacted, including seven miles of valuable headstreams11
• Inadequate current regulations & practices that are unable to curtail the billions in
damages caused by adverse mining impacts, notably acid mine drainage12
• Elite fishery, threatened by habitat loss & a variety of chemical/metallic toxins13
• Lost breeding/feeding grounds for threatened/endangered birds & mammals14
• Ineffective & incomplete plans to mitigate detrimental impacts15

•

Tainted subsistence hunting & fishing prospects, as they impact local residents16

2. Big Branch Surface Mine (EPA Region 4, Kentucky)
• EPA initiated 404(c) review in April of 200917
3. Yazoo Backwater Area Pumps (Yazoo Pumps) (EPA Region 4, Mississippi)
• 67,000 acres of directly-impacted wetlands18
• Benefits such as jobs & flood protection were achievable via alternative means19
• Unaccounted for potential extent of physical & biological damage20
• Harmed wildlife: a diverse array of invertebrates, birds, mammals, & fish21
• Unacceptable change in land use, particularly vague reforestation plans22
• Limited mitigation plans that failed to provide specific detail required to ensure
long-term monitoring of the ecosystem recovery23
4. Bayou aux Carpes (EPA Region 6, Louisiana)
• 600 acre impact initially vetoed, modified to allow for an impact to 9.6 acres24
5. Two Forks (EPA Region 8, Colorado)
• A dam/reservoir on the South Platte River, to provide water for the Denver area25
• Status as an elite trout fishery, highly aesthetic and internationally renowned26
• Popularity & close proximity to the Denver metropolitan area27
• EPA can veto a project on the basis of unacceptable adverse impact, even if no
viable alternatives exist28
6. Big River (EPA Region 1, Rhode Island)
• Direct loss of at least 550 acres of wetlands & at least 500 impacted indirectly29
• Healthy cold-water fishery warranted protection30
• High regional biodiversity, including resident and transient species31
• Weakened downstream water flow & its impact on the greater watershed32
• Lost recreational value, including toxic fish & wildlife unfit for consumption33
7. Ware Creek (EPA Region 3, Virginia)
• Direct loss of 381 acres of vegetated wetlands, 44 acres of open water systems, &
792 acres of forest habitat in a geographically & biologically diverse region34
• Threatened status of commercially & recreationally important fish species35
• Reduced viability of spawning & nursing habitat crucial to multiple fish species36
• Inability of mitigation plans to prevent adverse impacts from reaching larger
downstream waters37
8. Lake Alma (EPA Region 4, Georgia)
• Direct loss or irretrievable degradation of 1,155 acres of wetlands38
• Threatened fish, bird, & mammal biodiversity39
• Mitigation efforts failed to fully account for the extent of the potential harm40
9. Henry Rem Estates (EPA Region 4, Florida)

•
•

432 acres of wetlands razed for their conversion to agricultural use41
Deprived a multitude of species of valuable territory, aggravating their decline42

10. Russo Development Corporation (EPA Region 2, New Jersey)
• Irreversible loss of 13.5 acres of quality wetlands mandated off-site mitigation43
• EPA required deed of a separate 16.3 acre wetland parcel for preservation
purposes and the payment of $700,000 in conservation expenses44
11. Sweedens Swamp Site (EPA Region 1, Massachusetts)
• Impact to 49 acres of forested wetlands, adjacent to an important river system45
• On/off site mitigation not enough an alternative site was required46
• Alternative sites relevant to 404(c) consideration include all those feasibly
obtainable at the time the developer initially entered the market for a site47
• Alternatives were available & unacceptable harm was avoidable, so accepting the
permit would violate the 404(b)(1) guidelines governing 404(c) veto authority48
12. Jack Maybank Site (EPA Region 4, South Carolina)
• 30 acres of wetlands filled & a further 900 acres impounded, essentially removing
them from the local ecosystem49
• Disruption of the local fishery & shellfish beds50
• Pre-existing wetlands degradation caused by other projects in the area51
13. Norden Company (EPA Region 4, Alabama)
• Initial veto of a 25-acre wetland site later amended to allow for an impact to 1.5
acres of wetlands for use as an access road52
• Lost habitat, immediately-harmed fish & wildlife, & most importantly the harmful
effect on downstream fisheries53
14. North Miami (EPA Region 4, Florida)
• Unacceptable adverse impact on fisheries & shellfish beds, as well as recreational
use of the site54

D. Federal Court Affirmation of EPA 404(c) Veto Authority
-Two Forks (District Court for the District of Colorado)
• The EPA can consider recreational impacts & fishing conditions55
• Water quantity is related to quality, & is relevant to the greater inquiry56
-Ware Creek (4th Circuit Court of Appeals)
• “[EPA’s] authority to veto to protect the environment is practically unadorned57
• Statutory language of 404(c) confirms that the EPA can veto solely on the basis of
unacceptable harm, it needn’t consider benefits or alternatives58
• EPA can veto a project, even if the lack of viable alternatives means the project
would be scrapped entirely59

-Sweedens Swamp Site (2nd Circuit Court of Appeals)
• Market entry consideration of alternatives is not unnecessarily vague a varies
depending on the case, therefore it is the “best method” for determining the
availability of reasonable alternatives60
-Lake Alma (District Court for the Southern District of Georgia)
• The EPA can exercise veto authority even if it previously supported a project61
• A veto is reasonable even if it is opposed by other government agencies62
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